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Abstract One of the major challenges involved in risk aggregation is the lack of risk data.

Recently, researchers have found that mapping financial statements into risk types is a

satisfactory way to resolve the problem of data shortage and inconsistency. Nevertheless,

ignoring off-balance sheet (OBS) items has so far been regarded as the usual practice in

risk aggregation, which may lead to deviations in conclusions. Hence, we improve the

financial statements based risk aggregation framework by mapping OBS items into risk

types. Based on 487 quarterly financial statements from all 16 listed Chinese commercial

banks over the period 2007–2014, we empirically study whether the overall impact of OBS

activities and the individual impact of each of the OBS risk types on total risk depend on

bank size. Moreover, this research divides the sample into two subsets, during and after the

subprime crisis, to find out how the subprime crisis affects risks of Chinese banks. Our

empirical results show that although OBS credit risk is positively linked to total risk while

OBS operational risk is negatively linked to total risk for both large and small banks, the

overall impact of OBS activities on total risk depends on bank size. The overall OBS

activities are positively related to the large bank’s total risk while they are negatively

related to the small bank’s total risk. Besides, we also found that it is the increase of
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liquidity risk and market risk that leads to the larger total risk of Chinese banks during the

subprime crisis.

Keywords Risk measurement � Risk aggregation � Financial statements � Off-balance
sheet � Chinese banking � Subprime crisis

JEL Classification G01 � G21 � G32

1 Introduction

Some characteristics of off-balance sheet (OBS) activities, such as blind expansion and

high risk, made the existence of OBS activities a key factor that caused destabilization

during the subprime crisis (Brunnermeier 2009). Basel II, however, was widely seen as

having failed to adequately capture the risks posed by OBS activities (Acharya and

Richardson 2009; Blundell-Wignall and Atkinson 2010). Essentially, OBS risk should be

regarded as an indispensable part of a bank’s overall risk because both on- and off-balance

sheet activities create bank risks (BCBS 1986). Basel Committee has already made great

strides in strengthening regulatory capital framework to cover risks, whatever the source

(BCBS 2010). Thus, a reliable risk aggregation model to capture both on- and off-balance

sheet risks is urgently needed.

Broadly, risk aggregation refers to a quantitative risk measurement method that

incorporates multiple types of risk (Li et al. 2015). One major challenge in risk aggregation

is the risk data used for establishing marginal risk distributions (BCBS 2003). Many

previous studies have attempted to use simulated risk data to measure credit risk, market

risk and liquidity risk (Dimakos and Aas 2004; Acerbi and Scandolo 2008), which can

hardly replace the real data. For the operational risk, external real data are often used to

supplement insufficient internal loss data. However, some remain skeptical of the external

operational risk data (BCBS 2003; Chavez-Demoulin et al. 2006). Thus, the shortage and

inconsistency of risk data limit the reliability and validity of risk aggregation results.

Recent research has, instead, used publicly available industry-wide data from a set of

commercial banks’ financial statements to develop empirical proxies for different risk

types. Although financial statements data have some drawbacks, such as lower reporting

frequency (usually published quarterly), different accounting standards across the world

(Bae et al. 2008) and poor accounting quality (Saito 2012), collecting risk data from

financial statements is still a satisfactory way to resolve the problems of data shortage and

data inconsistency.

Some have attempted to aggregate marginal risks based on-balance sheet data. Kret-

zschmar et al. (2010) implement a fully-integrated risk analysis based on-balance sheet

asset positions. However, the exclusion of OBS derivatives from asset portfolios weakens

the effectiveness of qualitative conclusions. Given the importance of OBS items, Dreh-

mann et al. (2010) not only take account of balance sheet assets and liabilities, which have

been considered by Alessandri and Drehmann (2010) for integrating credit and interest rate

risk, but also pay attention to OBS items. Such a modification makes the hypothetical bank

reflect a real commercial bank more accurately.

Mapping profit and loss (P&L) items from income statement into risk types is another

feasible way to obtain risk data. As researchers have realized that risk is defined in terms of

earnings volatility (Rajan 2006), P&L items from income statement that are created by
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earnings volatility can be used as proxies for risks (Kuritzkes and Schuermann 2007).

Thus, Kuritzkes and Schuermann (2007) get risk P&L successfully by mapping income

statement items of US banks into risk types. Given the significant accounting difference

between income statements in US and China, Li et al. (2012) use data of risk P&L to

measure Chinese banks’ risks by establishing a mapping relationship between Chinese

banks’ income statements and risk types.

Above studies merely focus on one piece of financial statements, either income state-

ment or balance sheet, while Inanoglu and Jacobs (2009) match risk types with items from

both income statement and balance sheet. In particular, the liquidity risk is mapped into

balance sheet items and the credit, market and operational risks are mapped into income

statement items. But this correspondence creates a problem of discrepancies in attributes of

proxies for different risk types. By contrast, Rosenberg and Schuermann map risk types

into income statement and balance sheet to obtain risk P&L and risk exposure, respec-

tively. By doing so, they collect data from both income statement and balance sheet

simultaneously. Although Rosenberg and Schuermann (2006) realized that OBS items can

be larger and the results may be somewhat arbitrary because only on-balance sheet items

are considered, they still followed the usual practice of ignoring OBS items.

To summarize, previous studies have suggested a relative complete risk aggregation

framework based on financial statements by mapping balance sheet and income statement

items into multiple risk types. Nevertheless, ignoring OBS items is regarded as the usual

practice in risk aggregation, which may lead to deviations in conclusions because both on-

balance and off-balance sheet assets are exposures to risk in the context of the generation

of risk P&L items.

Since the 1980s, the product assortment of commercial banks has shifted sharply from

traditional on-balance sheet activities to non-traditional OBS activities because of the

tendency to avoid supervision and pursue higher yield in the midst of increasingly intense

competition (Boyd and Gertle 1994). With the rapid expansion of OBS activities, they have

become one of the main pillars of banks. According to the China Financial Stability Report

2015, at the end of 2014, OBS items exceeded seventy trillion CNY, accounting for

40.87% of total on-balance sheet assets. This suggests that as the burgeoning banking

business, OBS activities have reached an important stage in the Chinese banking sector

(Hou et al. 2015).

However, OBS activities trigger additional risks while bringing considerable income

and the role of OBS items in systemic vulnerability was highlighted during the subprime

crisis. As early as 1988, the business scope under supervision had already extended from

balance sheet items to OBS items (BCBS 1988). The China banking regulatory commis-

sion (CBRC) also published a policy document titled Risk Management Guidelines of

Commercial Banks’ off-balance Sheet Business to regulate OBS activities in 2011.

In this paper, therefore, we improve the financial statements based risk aggregation

framework by mapping OBS items into risk types to get more accurate and rational risk

distributions. In the experiment, we construct two hypothetical banks of different sizes for

comparison because the expansion of OBS activities is linked to bank size (DeYoung and

Rice 2004). Through a dataset that covers all 16 Chinese listed commercial banks spanning

the period 2007–2014, we aggregate credit, market, liquidity and operational risks. Then

by comparing total risk with and without OBS activities, we empirically prove that OBS

activities indeed affect total risk and the impact depends on bank size. Thus, ignoring OBS

activities will lead to deviations in risk aggregation results. Furthermore, we analyze how

the subprime crisis affects Chinese commercial banks’ risks by dividing the sample into

during and after the subprime crisis.
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The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. The next section presents the

improved financial statements based risk aggregation framework in detail. Section 3

describes data collection and preprocessing procedures and discusses the major empirical

results. Section 4 concludes with a summary of findings, limitations and future research

directions.

2 Approach

This section describes in detail the improved financial statements based bank risk aggre-

gation framework.

2.1 Risks in this research

Liquidity dried up during the subprime crisis, so liquidity risk is a challenge to a bank in

times of stress (Cornett et al. 2011). Hence, Basel III not only requires sound credit, market

and operational risks management in pillar 1 standards but also enhances liquidity risk

supervision in pillar 2 requirements (BCBS 2010). In line with Basel III, we intend to

aggregate credit, market, liquidity and operational risk in this paper.

For most banks, the major risk is the credit risk that is resulted from the counterparty

failure (BCBS 1988; Mustika et al. 2015). The risk of loss arising from adverse price

movements in a bank’s principal trading positions is referred to as market risk (BCBS

1996). Liquidity risk occurs when a bank fails to fund increases in assets or meet obli-

gations as they become due, without incurring unacceptable losses (BCBS 2008). A widely

used definition of operational risk is the loss resulting from inadequate or failed internal

processes, people and systems, or from external events (BCBS 2006; Li et al. 2014).

2.2 The correspondence between risk types and financial statements

To obtain risk data from financial statements, we map income statement items and on-

balance and off-balance sheet assets into risk types. Compared with the existing financial

statements based risk aggregation framework, in which OBS assets are ignored, we not

only establish the mapping relationship between on-balance sheet assets and risk types but

also map OBS assets into risk types. Essentially, OBS risk is an indispensable part of a

bank’s overall risk because both on- and off-balance sheet activities create bank risks

(BCBS 1986). Furthermore, the fast-growing of OBS activities makes the scale of OBS

items is too large to ignore (Karim et al. 2013; Hou et al. 2015). Thus, the incremental

information contained in OBS accounting disclosures (Seow and Tam 2002) make the

mapping relationship proposed by us more complete and reasonable.

Then, we identify OBS items that will be incorporated into our improved risk aggre-

gation framework. The definition of OBS activities in a narrow sense consists of com-

mitments, guarantees, derivatives and investment banking business (BCBS 1988). In

China, however, OBS financial derivatives are accounted for at fair value in the balance

sheet from 2007 onwards as per the new accounting standards. Therefore, the Risk Man-

agement Guidelines of Commercial Banks’ off-balance Sheet Business issued in 2011 by

CBRC divided OBS business into guarantee business and commitment business. Unfor-

tunately, the disclosure of OBS items is limited and varies from bank to bank. Hence, we
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just take part of OBS items into risk aggregation, including credit commitment, capital

expenditure commitment and operating lease commitment.

The more complete and reasonable mapping relationship between financial statements

and risk types is shown in Fig. 1. By mapping income statement items and on-balance and

off-balance sheet assets into risk types, we obtain risk P&L and risk exposure, respectively.

Although these mappings are hardly perfect, we believe they still provide a reasonable

approximation of risk type attribution.

As shown in Fig. 1, credit risk exposure is equal to interest-bearing assets minus loan

loss provisions, and then plus OBS credit commitment. Interest-bearing assets include

loans, due from the central bank, due from banks and other financial institutions, accounts

receivable investment, buying back the sale of financial assets, lending to banks and other

financial institutions and bonds. OBS credit commitment is classified into guarantee

business and credit business. Guarantees are regarded as direct credit substitutes (BCBS

1986) and credit business (e.g. loan commitments) is the most important OBS credit

instrument (Chateau 2009). Risk P&L items that related with credit risk exposure is net

Market risk P &L

Income statement on balance & off balance sheet assets

Gains or loss from changes in fair   
values of financial instrument

+ Net foreign exchange differences

Credit risk P &L   

Net interest income 
– loan impairment loss

Liquidity risk P &L   

Net investment income
– Investment income from associates 

and joint ventures

Operational  risk P &L   

Fees and commissions income
– Other assets impairment loss
– Business tax and surcharges
– Operation And administrative expense
+ Other business income
+ Net non-operating income

Credit risk exposure  

Interest-bearing assets
– Loan loss provision s Credit commitment 

Market risk exposure  

on-balance sheet

off-balance sheet

Traded financial assets
+ Investment real estate
+ Derivatives
+ Precious metals

Liquidity risk exposure   

on-balance sheet

Traded financial assets
+ Investment real estate
+ Derivatives
+ Precious metals
+ Held-to-maturity investment s
+ Financial assets available for sale

Operational  risk exposure

on-balance sheet

Credit commitment
+ Capital expenditure commitment 
+ Operating lease commitment

Total assets

on-balance sheet

off-balance sheet

Fig. 1 The correspondence between risk types and financial statements
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interest income and loan impairment loss. The reason is that changes in interest-bearing

assets will lead to changes in net interest income and loan impairment loss should be

recorded if there is any indication that loans have suffered an impairment loss (Kwak et al.

2009). Thus, credit risk P&L is equal to net interest income minus loan impairment loss.

With respect to market risk exposure, it includes traded financial assets, investment real

estate, derivatives and precious metals because all these assets are influenced by market

factors (i.e. price, interest rate, foreign exchange). Risk P&L items that related with market

risk exposure is gains or losses from fair values of financial instruments and net foreign

exchange differences. The reason is that gains or losses from fair values of financial

instruments are affected by fluctuations in prices of financial instruments and net foreign

exchange differences are determined by changes in foreign exchange. Thus, the sum of

these two accounts is a proxy for market risk P&L.

Liquidity risk exposure includes traded financial assets, investment real estate,

derivatives, precious metals, held-to-maturity investments and financial assets available for

sale. Net investment income reflects the gains or losses from trading ready to liquidate

financial assets. Investment income from associates and joint ventures is generated by

long-term equity investments, which is made to control or influence other companies, not

to get short-term investment income. Thus, liquidity risk P&L is equal to net investment

income minus investment income from associates and joint ventures.

For operational risk, Rosenberg and Schuermann (2006) deem that all assets and

activities of the bank are in some way subject to operational risk. We follow this standpoint

that operational risk exposure consists of total on-balance and off-balance sheet assets. The

remaining P&L items in the income statement serve as a proxy for operational risk P&L

because the operational risk is the typical non-financial risk and represents volatility of

residual earnings which cannot be categorized into market, credit or liquidity risk.

2.3 Procedure of risk measurement and aggregation

Risk P&L items from income statement are not comparable among different banks because

banks are different in terms of scale, capital allocation, investment strategy and manage-

ment level (Rosenberg and Schuermann 2006). To allow direct comparison across banks,

risk P&L need to be converted into a ‘‘risk return’’ based measure. In accordance with

Kretzschmar et al. (2010), we use the data preprocessing method to obtain a specific bank’s

risk return. The procedure of data preprocessing can be divided into the following three

steps:.

Firstly, we convert risk P&L into a ‘‘risk return’’ based measure. Since risk P&L is

generated by assets that exposed to risk, an obvious approach for doing this would be to

divide risk P&L by assets to yield a return on assets measure. In this paper, bank assets are

defined as risk exposures. Thus, the risk return is the ratio of risk P&L to risk exposure. We

then define the marginal risk return for the ith bank, jth risk in period t as

ri;j;t ¼
Ri;j;t

REi;j;t

� �
ð1Þ

where ri;j;t, Ri;j;t and REi;j;t stand for the risk return, risk P&L and risk exposure of bank i,

risk j in period t, respectively.

In the second step, we compute the expected risk return and deviation from risk return.

The risk return can be divided into two parts: the expected risk return and deviation from

risk return. The expected risk return for a bank is the average risk return over the sample
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period, which reflects the bank’s own characteristics in terms of scale, capital allocation,

investment strategy and management level. The deviation from risk return is computed by

subtracting the average risk return over the sample period (expected risk return) for each

bank, which reflects the macroeconomic background and operating conditions of the whole

banking industry. Thus, a bank’s risk return is determined by both market and individual

information. Specifically, the expected risk return is defined as

�ri;j ¼
1

Ti

XTi
t¼1

ri;j;t

 !
ð2Þ

and deviation from risk return as

Di;j;t ¼ ri;j;t � �ri;j ð3Þ

where bank i is observed for Ti periods. �ri;j denotes the expected risk return for bank i and

risk j over the sample Ti period. Di;j;t denotes the deviation from risk return of bank i, risk

j in period t.

Finally, we obtain a typical bank’s risk returns to model marginal risk distributions. For

a typical bank, its risk return is determined by market information and individual infor-

mation. The market information is composed by all sample banks’ deviation from risk

return. Thus, by combining all sample banks’ deviation from risk return and the typical

bank’s (i = k) expected risk return, we finally compute a typical bank’s risk return.

Specifically, the typical bank’s risk return is written as

rk;j;t ¼ �rk;j þ Dj;t ¼ �rk;j þ
X
i

Di;j;t ð4Þ

where rk;j;t is the risk return of bank k, risk j in period t. �rk;j stands for the expected risk

return of bank k and risk j. Dj;t denotes the summation of deviation from risk return of risk

j in period t of all sample banks, which reflects the market information of risk j in period t.

Value-at-Risk (VaR), which has become a standard model for measuring and assessing

risk is used to measure marginal risk in this paper (Huang 2013; Hsu et al. 2012). VaR is

defined as a quantile of the distribution of risk returns. Thus, the larger negative value or

smaller positive value of VaR corresponds to the higher level of risk (Rosenberg and

Schuermann 2006). To aggregate single VaRs into total risk, we adopt the simple sum-

mation approach, which is one of the most basic and widely used risk aggregation

approaches. Some risk aggregation approaches have emerged so far. Simple summation,

var–covar and copula approaches are three main risk aggregation approaches. All of them

have strengths and weaknesses (Li et al. 2015). Simple summation approach is one of the

most basic and widely used approaches to aggregate risk (Rosenberg and Schuermann

2006; Inanoglu and Jacobs 2009; Kretzschmar et al. 2010). It has several features. One is

that it is the briefest one which calculates total risk by just adding stand-alone risks.

Another is that it is found to be more conservative compared with other risk aggregation

approaches (Embrechts et al. 1999). Such an approach implicitly assumes that all risks are

perfectly correlated, that is to say, great losses occur simultaneously, which imposes an

upper bound on the true total risk (Dimakos and Aas 2004). Thus, many papers use the

simple summation approach to aggregate marginal risks, such as Rosenberg and Schuer-

mann (2006), Inanoglu and Jacobs (2009) and Kretzschmar et al. (2010). Given the pur-

pose of our paper is to analyze the impact of OBS activities on total risk rather than risk
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aggregation approaches, we adopt the widely used simple summation approach to aggre-

gate different risk types.

Besides, in the use of the simple summation approach to adding marginal risks, the

marginal risk weight that represents the marginal risk contribution to total risk should also

be considered. Rosenberg and Schuermann (2006) took marginal risk weights into account

in the use of the simple summation approach. The total risk, which is referred as Add-VaR,

is the weighted simple summation of marginal risks. The risk weight is the ratio of

marginal risk exposure to the total risk exposure (the sum of all marginal risk exposures).

Thus, we also use Add-VaR to measure total risk in accordance with Rosenberg and

Schuermann (2006). The specific formula of Add-VaR is written as

Add�VaRi;t að Þ ¼
X
j

wi;j;t � VaRi;j að Þ ð5Þ

and the marginal risk weight as

wi;j;t ¼
REi;j;tP
j

REi;j;t

0
B@

1
CA ¼ REi;j;t

TREi;t

� �
ð6Þ

where Add�VaRi;t að Þ is the total risk in terms of return as a percent of total risk exposure

for the ith bank in period t with the 1� að Þ confidence level. VaRi;j að Þ is the marginal risk

of bank i and risk j under the 1� að Þ confidence level. wi;j;t is the marginal risk weight of

bank i, risk j in period t. TREi;t is the sum of different marginal risk exposures and denotes

the total risk exposure.

After getting Add-VaR, which represents the loss of unit total risk exposure, we can

calculate the total loss by multiplying total risk exposure and Add-VaR. The total loss

represents the total risk in terms of losses. It can be written as:

TRi;t að Þ ¼ Add�VaRi;t að Þ � TREi;t ð7Þ

where TRi;t að Þ represents the total risk in terms of losses for the ith bank in period t with

the 1� að Þ confidence level.

3 Empirical analysis

3.1 Data description

Since only listed banks’ financial reports are publicly available and new accounting

standards were applied in 2007, we collected quarterly panel data over the period

2007–2014 from all 16 A-share listed Chinese commercial banks (Table 1) to ensure the

consistency of accounts. The quarterly data of ABC and CEB from 2007 to 2009 are

unavailable because they were listed in 2010. Besides, 2007-Q2 data of BOBJ, 2007-Q1

data of BONJ, BONB and CCB are also missing. Getting rid of these exceptional cases, we

finally obtain 487 pieces of valid data to model individual risk distributions.

Our empirical analysis is based on quarterly data while OBS items, loan impairment

loss and loan loss provision are disclosed only in annual and semi-annual financial reports.

Hence, we need to make simple assumptions to obtain quarterly data of these accounts.

Specifically, Q1 OBS items are equal to semi-annual OBS items and Q3 OBS items are
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equal to annual OBS items. As for loan impairment loss, which is part of assets impairment

loss, can be calculated based on known quarterly assets impairment loss. Specifically, we

first calculate R, which is a ratio of loan impairment loss to assets impairment loss based on

annual and semi-annual data. Then, we calculate the mean value of this ratio over the

sample period �Rð Þ. Herein, we make a simple assumption that the quarterly R is equal to �R.

Thus, the quarterly loan impairment loss is obtained by multiplying �R and quarterly assets

impairment loss. Likewise, the quarterly loan loss provision, which is determined by the

quality of loans, can be obtained based on the known quarterly loans. Specifically, we

define R0 as the ratio of loan loss provision to loans and �R0 as the mean value of R0 over the
sample period. Thus, the quarterly loan loss provision is obtained by multiplying �R0 with

quarterly loans based on the assumption that the quarterly R0 is equal to �R0.
Among the sample of all 16 listed Chinese commercial banks from 2007 to 2014, the

amount of financial statements data for a single bank is up to 32, which is too small to

perform the empirical analysis. Thus, in order to address the problem of data shortage and

provide empirical insights into the total risk of Chinese commercial banks, we construct

hypothetical banks in accordance with Rosenberg and Schuermann (2006), Kretzschmar

et al. (2010) and Alessandri and Drehmann (2010). In particular, we use median assets to

characterize hypothetical banks and then a large hypothetical bank and a small hypo-

thetical bank are constructed for comparison. ‘‘The big four’’ stated-owned banks are the

four largest banks by assets in Chinese banking system. However, ABC went public

relatively late so that the amount of financial statements data is relatively smaller. Thus, the

asset size of the large hypothetical bank is the average of the rest three state-owned banks

(ICBC, BOC and CCB). Correspondingly, the asset size of the small hypothetical bank is

the average of the three smallest banks by assets (BOBJ, BONB and BONJ). By using this

median approach to constructing hypothetical banks, at the end of 2014, the bank sizes in

terms of risk-weighted assets for the large and small hypothetical banks are 43,462 and

2262 billion CNY, respectively.

For either of these two hypothetical banks, the amount of data is 487, which is much

larger than that of a real-world bank. Furthermore, the hypothetical banks constructed by

us capture the characteristics of real-world banks’ asset sizes, so they are the typical banks

in Chinese banking system. In a word, performing empirical analysis based on typical

hypothetical banks not only addresses the problem of data shortage but also achieves

general conclusions.

Table 1 The sample of all 16 listed commercial banks of china

No. Bank No. Bank

1 Industrial and Commercial Bank of China (ICBC) 9 Huaxia Bank (HXB)

2 China Construction Bank (CCB) 10 Industrial Bank (IB)

3 Bank of China (BOC) 11 China Everbright Bank (CEB)

4 Agriculture Bank of China (ABC) 12 China Minsheng Bank (CMB)

5 Bank of Communications (BOCOM) 13 China CITIC Bank (CITIC)

6 China Merchants Bank (CMB) 14 Bank of Beijing (BOBJ)

7 Pingan Bank (PAB) 15 Bank of Ningbo (BONB)

8 SPD Bank (SPDB) 16 Bank of Nanjing (BONJ)
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3.2 Empirical results

The marginal risk distribution is decided by the deviation from risk return and the expected

risk return by referring to Eq. (4). The deviation from risk return, which reflects the

macroeconomic background and operating conditions of the banking industry, decides the

shape of marginal risk distribution. The expected risk return that reflects a bank’s own

features decides the horizontal axis coordinates of the marginal risk distribution. The

characteristics of deviation from risk return are presented numerically in Table 2 and the

shapes of marginal risk distributions are visually shown in Fig. 2.

In terms of return on risk exposure, market risk has the highest volatility (7.80%) and

fattest tails (kurtosis = 60.67). The volatility (0.51%) and kurtosis (17.59) of liquidity risk

come in second. The negative kurtosis present in credit risk (-1.08) and the relatively

lower positive kurtosis for operational risk (3.47) suggest that credit risk and operational

risk have thinner tails, with volatilities of credit and operational risks being 0.50 and

0.31%, respectively. The shape of credit risk distribution is nearly symmetric while that of

other three risk types are right-skewed. Specifically, operational risk is moderately right-

skewed at 1.26, liquidity risk is right-skewed at 3.14 and market risk is more significantly

right-skewed at 5.71.

Table 3 reports two hypothetical banks’ expected risk returns. For the large commercial

bank, credit, market, liquidity and operational risk expected returns are 0.44, -9.62, -0.56

and -0.66%, respectively. The small bank’s expected returns for credit (0.40%), liquidity

(-0.66%) and operational (-0.76%) risks are less than those of the large bank while the

expected return of market risk (-8.27%) is bigger than that of the large bank.

Since the marginal risk distribution is determined by the expected risk return and

deviation from risk return, we finally get the two hypothetical banks’ marginal risk dis-

tributions. The characteristics of marginal risk distributions are as illustrated in Table 4.

It is clear to see that the statistics of marginal risk distributions are of difference

between the large and small banks. In particular, at 99.9% confidence level, mean values of

the large bank’s credit, market, liquidity and operational risks are 1.20, -0.77, 0.20 and

-0.21%, respectively. For the small bank, mean values of credit, market, liquidity and

operational risks are 1.15, 0.59, 0.09 and -0.31%, respectively. As for median values, the

large bank’s credit risk has the largest median (1.20%) while the median of operational risk

(-0.21%) is between that of liquidity risk (0.16%) and market risk (-0.88%). The small

bank’s median of credit risk (1.16%) is still the largest while the median of market risk

(0.47%) ranks latter. The smallest median is -0.32% of the operational risk and the

median of liquidity risk is 0.05%.

The last four columns of Table 4 are VaR values of individual risks at different con-

fidence levels. Since larger negative value or smaller positive value of VaR corresponds to

the higher level of risk, the empirical results suggest that the large bank’s market risk is

higher while other three risk types (credit, liquidity and operational risks) are lower

Table 2 Descriptive statistics for deviations from risk return of four marginal risks

Credit risk Market risk Liquidity risk Operational risk

r (%) 0.50 7.80 0.51 0.31

Skewness 0.08 5.71 3.14 1.26

Kurtosis -1.08 60.67 17.59 3.47
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compared with the small bank. Specifically, the large bank’s negative value of market risk

VaR is larger than that of the small bank, so that the large bank’s market risk is higher. As

for liquidity risk and operational risk, the large bank’s negative values of VaRs are smaller

than those of the small bank. The large bank’s positive value of credit risk is larger than

that of the small bank. Thus, the large bank’s credit, liquidity and operational risks are

lower. For example, at 0.1th percentile, the large bank’s market risk VaR is -25.27%,

whose negative value is larger than that of the small bank (-23.92%). While the large

bank’s liquidity risk and operational risk VaRs are -1.47 and -0.96%, respectively, whose

negative values are smaller than those of the small bank (liquidity risk: -1.58%; opera-

tional risk: -1.06%). The large bank’s positive value of credit risk VaR (0.31%) is larger

than that of the small bank (0.26%). Therefore, the large bank’s market risk is higher while

credit, liquidity and operational risks are lower compared with the small bank.

Fig. 2 Distributions of deviations from risk return of four marginal risks

Table 3 Expected risk returns of the two hypothetical banks (%)

Large hypothetical bank Small hypothetical bank

Credit
risk

Market
risk

Liquidity
risk

Operational
risk

Credit
risk

Market
risk

Liquidity
risk

Operational
risk

Expected
risk
returns

0.44 -9.62 -0.56 -0.66 0.40 -8.27 -0.66 -0.76
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After getting VaR values of marginal risks, we then calculate the total risk by just

adding single VaRs. According to Eq. (5), Add-VaR that is the total risk in terms of return

as a percent of total risk exposure is the weighted simple summation of marginal risks. In

2014, the large bank’s marginal risk weights are 44.54, 0.94, 7.96 and 46.56% for credit,

market, liquidity and operational risks, respectively. The small bank’s credit, market,

liquidity and operational risk weights are 45.24, 0.49, 7.69 and 46.58%, respectively. Then,

the total loss, which is the total risk in terms of losses, is calculated based on Eq. (7). For

simplicity in what follows we shall refer to both Add-VaR and total loss as the total risk.

Our quarterly financial statements data enable a quarterly view of total risk while the

typical horizon of losses is 1 year. To transform the quarterly total loss into the annual total

loss, we apply the square-root-of-time rule which is commonly used to scale an estimated

quantile of a return distribution to a lower frequency T by the multiplication of
ffiffiffiffi
T

p

(Danielsson and Zigrand 2006). Table 5 gives a summary overview of the two hypothetical

banks’ total risks in 2014.

As shown in Table 5, there is no significant difference between Add-VaR values of

these two banks while the total loss of the large commercial bank is bigger because of its

larger scale. Specifically, at 99.9% confidence level, Add-VaR values of the large and

small banks are -0.66 and -0.61%, respectively. The large bank may suffer an annual

total loss of 578 billion CNY while the small bank’s annual total loss is equal to 28 billion

CNY.

Table 4 Summary statistics of four marginal risk distributions (%)

Large hypothetical bank Small hypothetical bank

Credit
risk

Market
risk

Liquidity
risk

Operational
risk

Credit
risk

Market
risk

Liquidity
risk

Operational
risk

Mean 1.20 -0.77 0.20 -0.21 1.15 0.59 0.09 -0.31

Median 1.20 -0.88 0.16 -0.21 1.16 0.47 0.05 -0.32

0.1th
percentile

0.31 -25.27 -1.47 -0.96 0.26 -23.92 -1.58 -1.06

1st
percentile

0.39 -14.21 -0.68 -0.81 0.34 -12.86 -0.79 -0.92

2nd
percentile

0.40 -12.51 -0.63 -0.78 0.36 -11.16 -0.74 -0.88

5th
percentile

0.44 -9.62 -0.56 -0.66 0.40 -8.27 -0.66 -0.76

Table 5 2014 Add-VaRs and total losses of the two hypothetical banks

Confidence level Large hypothetical bank Small hypothetical bank

99.9% 99% 98% 95% 99.9% 99% 98% 95%

Total risk

(Add-VaR) 0.66% -0.39% -0.35% 0.25% -0.61% -0.39% -0.36% 0.27%

Total risk

(Annual losses in
billion CNY)

576.68 341.58 304.48 212.96 27.71 17.82 16.24 12.06
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3.3 Results analysis

3.3.1 The impact of OBS activities on the Chinese commercial bank’s total risk

In this section, we empirically test whether the Chinese commercial bank’s total risk is

affected by OBS activities. Compared with the existing financial statements based risk

aggregation framework, which only aggregates on-balance risks, our improved framework

can capture both on-balance and off-balance sheet risks. Therefore, by comparing risk

aggregation results estimated by these two frameworks, we first examine the overall impact

of OBS activities on the bank’s total risk, and then further study the individual impact of

each of the OBS risk types on total risk. To our best knowledge, there are no existing

studies that examine the effect of OBS activities on the Chinese commercial bank’s total

risk.

Although there are some studies on the correlation between banks’ risks and OBS

activities, there is no consensus thus far. Traditionally, OBS activities have been seen as a

risk-reducing tool (Hassan et al. 1994). In contrast to findings that OBS items are nega-

tively correlated with banks’ risks, some believe that banking institutions heavily involved

in OBS activities are characterized by higher risks (Calmès and Théoret 2010;

Papanikolaou and Wolff 2014).

By comparing total risk with and without OBS items in 2014 (Fig. 3), we empirically

prove that the risk entailed in OBS activities affects the total risk of Chinese commercial

bank and the impact depends on bank size. In particular, at 99.9% confidence level, the

large bank’s total risk decreases from 587.12 billion CNY to 576.68 billion CNY while the

small bank’s total risk increases from 27.14 billion CNY to 27.71 billion CNY after taking

OBS items into risk aggregation. Thus, the entire OBS activities exert a negative effect on

the large bank’s total risk while a positive effect on the small bank’s total risk. Ignoring

OBS items in risk aggregation will overestimate the large bank’s total risk while the small

bank’s total risk will be underestimated.

The reason why the overall impact of OBS activities on the bank’s total risk depends on

bank size may be that the ability of OBS risk management is different between banks. OBS

items have both risk-reducing as well as risk increasing attributes. The ability of OBS risk

Large hypothetical bank Small hypothetical bank 

587.12

27.71

27.14

576.68

Total risk
(without OBS items)

Total risk
(with OBS items)

Fig. 3 Total risk with and without OBS items in 2014 (unit: billion CNY)
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management determines the net impact of OBS items on bank risks (Khasawneh et al.

2012). Compared with the large bank, the small bank engages in more risky OBS activities

where it lacks experience and expertise (Mercieca et al. 2007). Thus, OBS items increase

the small bank’s total risk while decreases the large bank’s total risk. In particular, stated-

owned banks play a leading role in traditional deposits and loans market. Zhao and Jian

(2013) have also confirmed that the larger the bank, the stronger the ability of bank

profitability. Since a keener competition leads to greater risk-taking behaviors (Hellmann

et al. 2000), so the small bank engages in more risky OBS activities for pursuing higher

profit. For example, the use of OBS derivatives as speculation rather than hedging tools

increases the riskiness of the small bank. Furthermore, limited knowledge on markets and

OBS transactions hampers the small bank’s performance. Therefore, OBS items are neg-

atively linked to the Chinese large bank’s total risk while positively linked to the small

bank’s total risk.

However, the findings in Fig. 3 also reveal that the gap between total risk with and

without OBS items is not obvious, which weakens the need of incorporating OBS items

into risk aggregation framework. Thus, we then explain why the difference caused by OBS

items in risk aggregation is not apparent. To show the change of total risk brought about by

OBS activities, we compute a change rate that is the proportional change of total risk

DTR%ð Þ using total risk with OBS activities TROBSð Þ versus total risk without OBS

activities TRð Þ: TROBS � TRð Þ=TR.
According to Eq. (7), total risk is the product of Add-VaR and total risk exposure.

Consequently, the specific equation for the change rate of total risk after considering OBS

items can be written as

DTR% ¼ DTR=TR ¼ ðTROBS � TRÞ=TR
¼ ½TREOBS � Add�VaROBSð Þ � TRE � Add�VaRð Þ�=TR
¼ fTRE � ð1þ DTRE%Þ � ðAdd�VaRÞ 1þ DðAdd�VaRÞ%½ � � TRE � Add�VaRð Þg=TR
¼ fTRE � ðAdd�VaRÞ � ½ð1þ DTRE%Þ � ð1þ DðAdd�VaRÞ%Þ � 1�g=TR
¼ TR � ½ð1þ DTRE%Þ � ð1þ DðAdd�VaRÞ%Þ � 1�=TR
¼ ð1þ DTRE%Þ � ð1þ DðAdd�VaRÞ%Þ � 1

ð8Þ

where DTR%, DTRE% and D Add�VaRð Þ% are the change rate of total risk, total risk

exposure and Add-VaR, respectively. After incorporating OBS activities into risk aggre-

gation, the total risk exposure will increase while Add-VaR will decrease. Thus, DTRE% is

the positive value while D Add�VaRð Þ% is the negative value. With larger absolute values

of DTRE% and D Add � VaRð Þ%, the absolute value of DTR% will become larger. For

example, DTR% is equal to -1% if DTRE% is 10% and D Add�VaRð Þ% is -10%.

However, if DTRE% increases to 40% and D Add�VaRð Þ% decreases to -40%, DTR% is

equal to -16%.

Figure 4 visually shows the change rates of total risk exposure, Add-VaR and total risk

after incorporating OBS activities into risk aggregation. It is clear to see that change rate of

total risk is unapparent. Specifically, the large bank’s total risk declines by 2.25% while the

small bank’s total risk increases by 2.59%. According to Eq. (8), the unapparent change

rate of total risk is caused by smaller absolute values of DTRE% and D Add�VaRð Þ%.

There are two reasons why the absolute values of DTRE% and D Add�VaRð Þ% are smaller.

One is that only a part of OBS items is taken into risk measurement. Another is that the
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current scale of Chinese banks’ OBS activities is still small compared with western

countries’ banks.

Based on available data, the OBS items we consider in risk aggregation account for

15.41 and 19.21% of total on-balance sheet assets for the large bank and small bank,

respectively. But according to the China Financial Stability Report 2015, at the end of

2014, OBS items accounted for 40.87% of total on-balance sheet assets. Therefore, the

absolute values of DTRE% and D Add�VaRð Þ% will get larger after considering all of the

OBS items.

In addition, the continuous growth of OBS activities in Chinese banking system will

enlarge the absolute values of DTRE% and D Add�VaRð Þ%. According to the China

Financial Stability Report 2015, OBS items of Chinese banking system continued to rise

over the period 2010–2014 (Fig. 5). Specifically, OBS activities of Chinese banks

increased from 33 trillion CNY to 70 trillion CNY and the percentage of OBS items

accounted for total balance sheet assets increased from 35 to 41%. However, compared

with OBS items in American banks, whose ratio of OBS items to total balance assets rose

from 78 to 142.9% over the period 1983–1986, OBS items in Chinese banking sector have

a huge space for development.

All in all, the increasingly standardized disclosure requirements for OBS items and the

continuous growth of OBS activities in Chinese banking system will enlarge the changes

of total risk exposure and Add-VaR after taking OBS items into risk aggregation, which

further result in a more apparent difference between total risk with and without OBS items.

Thus, incorporating OBS items into risk aggregation framework is reasonable and

necessary.

Besides empirically testing the overall impact of OBS activities on the bank’s total risk,

we examine the individual impact of each of the OBS risk types on total risk by incor-

porating OBS risk types into risk aggregation one by one. As noted in Sect. 2.2, the

improved risk aggregation framework only adds OBS credit risk and operational risk. The

results of individual impact on total risk of each of the OBS risk types are shown in Fig. 6.

Figure 6 shows the change rates of bank risks after incorporating OBS risk types into

risk aggregation. As noted above, the change rate is a ratio of the difference between bank

risk with and without OBS risk types to bank risk without OBS risk types, which is the

proportional change of bank risk due to OBS risks. The positive value of the change rate

indicates that bank risk increases while the negative value indicates that bank risk

14.00%

-14.26%

-2.25%

17.48%

-12.68%

2.59%

-20.00%

-10.00%

0.00%

10.00%

20.00%
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Fig. 4 The change rates caused by incorporating OBS items into risk aggregation
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decreases after considering OBS items. As shown in Fig. 6, OBS credit risk is positively

related to total risk while OBS operational risk is negatively related to total risk for both

large and small banks. In particular, after incorporating OBS credit risk into risk aggre-

gation, the increase rates of credit risk for large and small hypothetical banks are 4.30 and

15.99%, respectively. Then the increase of credit risk leads to higher total risk. Total risks

for the large and small banks increase by 0.91 and 3.78%, respectively. After incorporating

OBS operational risk into risk aggregation, the decrease rates of operational risk for large

and small hypothetical banks are -3.92 and -2.00%, respectively. Then the decrease of

operational risk leads to lower total risk. Total risks for the large and small banks decrease

by 2.69 and 1.68%, respectively. Finally, by incorporating OBS all risk types into risk

aggregation, the total risk of large hypothetical bank decreases by 2.25% while the total

risk of small hypothetical bank increases by 2.59%.

Then we give some reasons to explain why OBS credit risk is positively related to total

risk while OBS operational risk is negatively related to total risk for both large and small

banks. Specifically, since the on-balance sheet credit scale has been constrained by reg-

ulatory agencies, banks develop OBS credit commitments that are not registered on banks’

30.0

33.0

36.0

39.0

42.0

0.0

20.0

40.0

60.0

80.0

2010 2011 2012 2013 2014

%trillion CNY

the amount of OBS items primary axis
the ratio of OBS items to total balance sheet assets secondary axis

Fig. 5 The growth of Chinese banking OBS activities

Incorporate OBS 
credit risk Credit risk: +4.30% Total risk: +0.91%

Incorporate OBS 
operational risk Operational risk: -3.92% Total risk: -2.69%

Large hypothetical bank

Incorporate OBS all risk types one by one
Total risk: -2.25%

(with OBS activities)
Total risk

(without OBS activities)

Incorporate OBS 
credit risk Credit risk: +15.99% Total risk: +3.78%

Incorporate OBS 
operational risk Operational risk: -2.00% Total risk: -1.68%

Small hypothetical bank

Incorporate OBS all risk types one by one Total risk: +2.59%
(with OBS activities)

Total risk
(without OBS activities)

Fig. 6 The change rates of bank risks caused by considering each of the OBS risk types
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balance sheet to grant more loans (Boyd and Gertle 1994). Credit losses on OBS credit risk

exposures make banks actually take more credit risk (Avery and Berger 1991; Demsetz and

Strahan 1997). The increase in credit risk further leads to the higher total risk. Therefore,

OBS credit risk is positively related to a bank’s total risk. Rosenberg and Schuermann

(2006) deem that all assets are in some way subject to operational risk. Thus, OBS

operational risk exposures include all OBS activities in this paper. An incentive to develop

OBS activities is to increase fee and commission income (DeYoung and Rice 2004). Since

we map fee and commission income into operational risk profit and loss (Kuritzkes and

Schuermann 2007), the addition of fee and commission income from OBS operational risk

activities will increase operational risk return and finally reduce operational risk. Then the

decrease in operational risk reduces the total risk. Thus, OBS operational risk is negatively

related to total risk.

Although OBS credit risk is positively linked to total risk while OBS operational risk is

negatively linked to total risk for both large and small banks, the influence degrees of each

of the OBS risk types on total risk differ by banks. Compared with the large bank, the small

bank is greatly affected by the OBS credit risk while slightly affected by the OBS oper-

ational risk. Thus, by comparing the different influence degrees of each of the OBS risk

types on total risk, we can explain why the overall impact of OBS activities on total risk

(Fig. 4) depends on bank size. Specifically, for the large bank’s total risk, the negative

effect of OBS operational risk (-2.69%) is larger than the positive effect of OBS credit

risk (?0.91%). Thus, after considering all OBS activities into risk aggregation, the total

risk of the large bank decreases (-2.25%). As for the small bank’s total risk, the positive

effect of OBS credit risk (?3.78%) is larger than the negative effect of the OBS opera-

tional risk (-1.68%). Thus, after considering all OBS activities into risk aggregation, the

total risk of the small bank increases (?2.59%).

To summarize, OBS credit risk is positively related to total risk while OBS operational

risk is negatively related to total risk for both large and small banks. However, the

influence degrees of each of the OBS risk types on total risk differ by banks, which further

lead to the overall impact of OBS activities on the bank’s total risk depends on bank size.

Specifically, the entire OBS activities are negatively related with the large bank’s total risk

while positively related with the small bank’s total risk.

3.3.2 The transformation of Chinese banks’ risks during and after the subprime crisis

After obtaining total risks of Chinese commercial banks, in the following text, we further

study how Chinese banks’ risks are affected by the subprime crisis. Indeed, some studies

have found that the financial crisis affected the bank risk-taking behavior and bank risks

were related to the phase of the business cycle (Delis and Kouretas 2011; Shim 2013).

Therefore, in this paper, we study how the subprime crisis affected Chinese commercial

banks’ risks by dividing the entire sample into two subsets, during and after the subprime

crisis. In accordance with Zhu et al. (2015), the subprime crisis began at 2007-Q4 and

ended at 2011-Q3.

As illustrated in Fig. 7, the total risk (Add-VaR at 99.9% confidence level) is signifi-

cantly larger during times of crisis for both large and small banks. Just like most banks

across the world which had plunged into severe risk (Dias and Ramos 2014), Chinese

commercial banks had higher risks during the subprime crisis.

To further study why total risk became larger when the subprime crisis broke out, we

analyze risk weights and marginal risks because the total risk is decided by both of them

[following Eq. (5)]. Figure 8 visually shows that the marginal risk weights almost remain
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unchanged. Or,in other words, the outbreak of the subprime crisis did not significantly

affect the business mix of Chinese commercial banks. Thus, the change of marginal risk

weights is not the main cause for larger total risk during the crisis. Then, we show the

changes in four marginal risks of Chinese commercial banks during and after the crisis in

Fig. 9. As noted above, the larger negative value or smaller positive value corresponds to

higher marginal risk. It is clear that for both large and small banks, market and liquidity

risks experienced a sharp increase while changes in credit and operational risks were not

obvious with the outbreak of the subprime crisis. The VaR values of marginal risks

reported in Table 6 also support this finding precisely.
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Fig. 7 The changes of total risks of Chinese commercial banks during and after the subprime crisis. The
larger negative value corresponds to the higher level of total risk
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Fig. 8 The four marginal risk weights during and after the crisis
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Table 6 reports VaR values of marginal risks at 99.9% confidence level during and after

the subprime crisis. For both large and small banks, there are slight changes in VaR values

of credit and operational risks while significant changes in VaR values of market and

liquidity risks. In particular, when the subprime crisis broke out, the large bank’s credit risk

VaR slightly decreased from 0.37 to 0.32% and operational risk VaR experienced a modest

reduction from -0.69 to -0.88%. It is important, however, to note that market risk VaR

drastically dropped from -9.00 to -24.39% and liquidity risk VaR substantially dropped

from -0.54 to -1.63%. As for the small bank, credit risk and operational risk chan-

ged slightly, with VaR values of credit risk and operational risk being 0.33 and -0.98%

during the crisis and 0.26 and -0.82% after the crisis, respectively. However, the small

bank’s market risk VaR substantially dropped from -9.99 to -21.55% and liquidity risk

VaR decreased from -0.60 to -1.81% with the outbreak of the subprime crisis.

Therefore, we can conclude that the significant increase of liquidity risk and market risk

is the main cause for the larger total risk during the subprime crisis. Furthermore, our

empirical results are consistent with findings in Alexander et al. (2013) and Cornett et al.

(2011). Alexander et al. (2013) found that banks across the world suffered vast trading
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Fig. 9 The changes in four marginal risks of Chinese commercial banks during and after the subprime
crisis. The larger negative value corresponds to the higher level of marginal risk

Table 6 The comparison of marginal risks during and after the subprime crisis

Marginal risk (99.9%
VaR)

Large hypothetical bank Small hypothetical bank

During the crisis
(%)

After the crisis
(%)

During the crisis
(%)

After the crisis
(%)

Credit risk 0.32 0.37 0.33 0.26

Operational risk -0.88 -0.69 -0.98 -0.82

Market risk -24.39 -9.00 -21.55 -9.99

Liquidity risk -1.63 -0.54 -1.81 -0.60
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losses during the subprime crisis. Cornett et al. (2011) concluded that liquidity dried up

during the bad years of 2007–2009 and liquidity risk was a challenge to a bank in times of

stress.

4 Conclusion

In this paper, we improve the financial statements based risk aggregation framework by

incorporating OBS activities into risk aggregation, which allows us to capture both on-

balance and off-balance sheet risks simultaneously. In the empirical analysis, we apply this

improved framework to aggregate credit, market, liquidity and operational risks by using a

sample of all 16 Chinese listed commercial banks for the period 2007–2014. Then we

empirically study whether the overall impact of OBS activities and the individual impact of

each of the OBS risk types on total risk depend on bank size by constructing two typical

Chinese commercial banks. Moreover, this research divides the samples into two subsets to

find out the transformation of Chinese banks’ risks during and after the subprime crisis.

Our empirical results show that the total risk of Chinese commercial banks is affected

by OBS activities. Specifically, OBS credit risk is positively linked to total risk while OBS

operational risk is negatively linked to total risk for both large and small banks. However,

the influence degrees of each of the OBS risk types on total risk differ by banks, which

further lead to the conclusion that the overall impact of OBS activities on total risk depends

upon bank size. Specifically, the entire OBS activities are negatively related with the large

bank’s total risk while positively related with the small bank’s total risk. Hence, the large

bank’s total risk is overestimated while the small bank’s total risk is underestimated if OBS

items are ignored in risk aggregation. Besides, the risk transformation analysis for Chinese

commercial banks suggests that it is the increase of liquidity risk and market risk that leads

to the larger total risks for both large and small banks during the subprime crisis.

However, this study has several limitations. First, the difference between total risk with

and without OBS items is not obvious. However, the development of OBS activities and

the increasingly standardized disclosure requirements for OBS items will enlarge the

deviation if OBS items are ignored in risk aggregation. Second, the correspondence

between risk types and financial statements is kind of rough. For example, net interest

income bears credit risk and market risk simultaneously. And whether all assets are subject

to operational risk is still open to question. In future studies, employment of other infor-

mation may help calibrate the corresponding relationship to some extent.
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